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Phi Bete Assembly
Features Erskine, Author and Critic

Dr. John Erskine, distinguished author and lecturer, will be the speaker at the Phi Bete Assembly at the Kappa Honors day, to be celebrated at Connecticut College on March 5. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Dr. Erskine will speak on the topic, "Revising the American Spirit," at a public lecture to be given in Harris Chapel, 7:45 p.m.

Having graduated from Columbia University in 1901, Dr. Erskine received his Ph.D. three years later, and upon accepting the position of instructor in English at New York University, embarked upon a brilliant career, which culminated in a professorship of English at Columbia university. Dr. Erskine's career is unique in its close connection with, and in addition to his teaching position, he has written a number of books, including "The Julliard School of Music," as well as versions of plays such as "Le de la Legon d'Honneur," the Distinguished Service Medal. He was seen "Erskine." Page 6

QuimbytoCompare
Organ Techniques
In Third Series

Professor Arthur W. Quimby's newest organ series entitled Or- nament and the Organ will compare the techniques of modern French composers with those of the 17th and 18th centuries. Last year's edition of "Stirton," with which are included the three year's series of recitals featuring the complete organ works of J.J. Fauré and Cesar Franck. This year's recitals will be composed of works by modern French composers who will include: Paul Claudel, Roger-Dupes. Each recital will consist of one or more selections from a 12th or 13th century composer, and one or more by a modern composer.

The first recital in the series will be given in the college Chapel on Sunday, February 26 at 5:15 p.m.

The program which will include both modern and classic music will commence with Cantigas de Santa Maria and "Yes, Virginia, We Have Indeed a Szechit." This composition, a theme and variations on the English tune "Fortune," My Foe, is taken from the "Talitania Novo," a work of his compositions which introduced both a better sense of interval and a more modern style in both vocal and choral music. It will be played Sunday, March 5 at 5:15 p.m.

Racial Problem To Be Topic
Of Speaches by Sociologists

Kennedy Will Review
Three Books Dealing
With Negro Problem

Mrs. Ruby Jo Reeves Kennedy of the department of sociology will review three books which deal with the Negro problem. "Color Blind by Margaret Haley," "Barbara Huber," and "Barbara Huber," are among the books in America's will be presented in the lecture which is open to all.

The Cleavage of American Society to be Topic Of Maclver Lecture

The Cleavage of American Society to be Topic Of Maclver Lecture will be given in the college chapel on Thursday, March 9 at 5:15 p.m.

Professor Maclver believes that the problems presented by the Negro problem have outgrown the national spirit which has divergent attitudes and aims a vital threat to our national well-being. Evidence of his belief lies in the fact that he has written this article. The National Greatest Problem.

Professor Maclver, a renowned social and political scientist who has devoted a number of years to study of society and its problems, has in his book, "The Chicago Negro in Chicago," which is called "The Chicago Negro," has focused much attention on the City. The stage is played, taking place anywhere, and it is a story of all people.

The committee chairmen are: Margaret Grace and Louise Flandine, president, and Lucia Hadley; the organizing committee, Priscilla Friede and Linda Hadley; the dormitories, Jean Stanfield and Rachel Coope; stage manager is Ada Maisel.

Toni Singer, Junior Director

Toni Singer, Junior Director, the junior class will present The Fall of the City. Originally written for radio by Archibald MacLeish, this play has been adapted for the stage by the National Greatest Problem.
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Pres Truman Urges Plan for Universal Military Training

by Bunn Leith-Ross

Once again the people of the United States are faced with the question of universal military training. This is the third time in the first year that President Truman appointed a panel of experts to study this problem, and this commission is expected to make a report early in April.

On February 13, the House Armed Services committee called for a program of universal military training and announced that it would hold a national hearing on the subject. This was the second time that it had held hearings on the subject, and the third time that the committee had been asked to consider the question of universal military training.

The panel of experts appointed by President Truman was composed of a group of men who are experts in the field of military affairs. They are all experts in the field of military affairs, and they are all experts in the field of military affairs.
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Annual Meeting of Alumnae Council Held Feb 22-23

The third annual meeting of the College Alumnae Council was held on campus Feb. 22-23. The election of members to the Council, composed of representatives of classes, of alumnae clubs, and of Alumnae Fund Committee members, were included in the agenda. The meeting was well attended by alumnae who lived abroad for two years or more.
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Simone de Beauvoir Talks On Existentialistic Philosophy

by Marton Monaco

The third similarity with Christi-anity is the external object (the body) plunged in an extended world and an interior object (the power, or "I") which escapes space. The existentialism is itself man's "interior", Existen- tialism retains the "interior" but differs from Christian philo- sophy in that it does not consider the relationship of man to God.

The fourth relationship is that inasmuch as the Existentialists believe that God cannot commun-icate with man, Existentialism is in line with the Jansenist belief that God offers grace according to his will, predestining what he expects of him.

Man Is Alone

With this point of departure, Mlle. de Beauvoir was able to explain the Existentialist use of the word "subject" and "subjective" which describes man, alone and abandoned on earth where he must make an individ- ual. Closely bound to this idea of the subject is the notion of necessity of man for everything and toward everyone. Mlle. de Beauvoir said.

The desire to give the precise nature of this responsibility led Mlle. de Beauvoir into a discussion of what could be called "Marxism has one value, liberty. Mlle. de Beauvoir affirmed.

Use of Liberty

What happens to liberty with the concept of liberty? If man has a power to surpass his situation, and he can project when he was in Germany during the war. The propagandists had a piece at work in the printing paper. Since leaflets put out by the new world and not confused with the Nietzschean concept of will to power, Existentialism is not necessarily optimistic or pessimistic. It is up to man to justify his life, to make it creative and that of others by helping everyone to have greater number of abilities of choice, Mlle. de Beauvoir concluded.

Limitation of Liberty

Mlle. de Beauvoir made clear that Existentialist liberty shall not be confused with the Nietzschean concept of will to power, since, for the Existentialist, the concept of liberty in existence power is always limited by the liberty of others. Finally, she stated that Existentialism is neither pessimistic nor optimis- tic.

In order to increase his power.

Rabelle is conducting a new course in writing which provides ten months of basic training for women intending to work as some personnel departments as well as those who wish to seek positions in various branches of administration. The program will start on August 25, 1947, and will end about June 5, 1948.

According to the "Monticello Times", Monticello College stu- dents will be offered opportunities for literary recognition this year. The "booklet" which features the best pieces of creative writing done during the year, has set a goal of three issues yearly. This magazine, which is under the supervision of the English in the evening, consists primarily of short stories, poems, and essays, and all students at Monticello are encouraged to con- tribute their work.

Alumnae

when requested to do so, to re- port the meetings to the group the report made to the Alumnae association at the annual meeting. The program of the Council meeting held last Thursday included talks by Mr. Coblewick and Mrs. Carpenter, Director and As- sistant, respectively, on the problems of college admis- sions and the inroads made on alumnae participation.

Other talks were given by Dean Arthur B. Stoddard on alumni and student relations, and by Mrs. Mary W. Reiley, New York, Director of the Association Alum- nae. The program closed with a humorous address by Mrs. W. Riley, New York, Director of the Association Alum- nae.
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Dole's next steps will be the site of the Eastern Scopes conference from February 28 to March 2. This pro- gram is being presented by the students from Science, Philosophy and Society. Among the speakers will be Prof- essors from Harvard, Queens College and New York University.
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evening she demonstrated sensitive understanding and accuracy.

Julia Kuhn's playing of the first movement of Beethoven's piano sonatas in E flat major has always been more spectacular, but still this performance was commendable. Julie Spencer played the difficult Malaguerre well. However, this piece requires precision as well as weight, and this is where Julie failed.

Ellis Lou Hoyt who opened the next group of songs by singing "Pastoral," an old English melody, is to be praised for her good diction, and her expert handling of some difficult passages. In the second piece, "L'allegro," Miss. Hoyt was completely at ease on stage, and her voice has a remarkable quantity which has developed a great deal in the past year.

Midwinter

(Continued from Page One)

Farnsworth '48, COOC, Julia Kuhn '48, orchestra and ente-
raining, Elizabeth, A. Hay '49, refreshments, Jean Gregory '49, clean-up, Virginia Gleason '49, and the hostesses are Martha
good. It was very evident that the American wives, Dr. Destler, head of the hist-
ify, truly pointed out that the United
pany, and Barbara Hobson '49, props, Enid WUlUord. The stage manager
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light. Through the garden paraded the court of the King and Queen of Hearts in brilliant red costumes and wearing large cards. All the audience suggested the effect they were designed to convey — the Mock Turtle resembled a turtle very much, and the courtiers looked like decks of cards.

During the conversations of Alice with the Queen, the Duchess, and the Mock Turtle, the stage was constantly alive. Among the card games, these are some of the plans the Art club has in mind for the future.

The Art club, headed by Sally Carpenter ’48, is an informal group of students who enjoy their classroom interest in the extra-curricular life of the school. Among the members of the club are: David DeMoss, who designed the set for Lyman Allyn Museum, while other students, like the Polka Dots, were taught the art of lawn parties by the art teacher. Thus the interest of the audience in the Kingdom of the Hearts was heightened, and the Heart guards paced to the music. The province of the Queen is to keep the Croquet Party in order and to direction to what I thought was a generalTES to the evening’s entertainment.

Sen. McMahon Requests Arny Boots for Polish Workers in Germany

Washington, Feb. 23 — An appeal for one thousand pairs of Army boots for displaced persons in Germany was made by U. S. Sen. Brian McMahon (Conn.) in a broadcast over the Connecticut State Network recently.

Sen. McMahon read a portion of a letter which he had received from a former associate in the Department of Justice who is in charge of a UNRRA camp in Germany.

FOR SALE—Record cabinet, maple, holds 12-15 albums. Sally Redford, Jane Adams House.

Turner’s Flower Shop
27 Main St., New London

Special to the Courant

SWEETHEART CANDLES

In a world without miracles...and men...YOU should better 'beautify' that for your lover, who looks into the eyes of the observer.

We are not saying that you have to have a thousand ships. It’s a strange and a struggle to be as sleek as a Neapolitan Donatello...but at any rate, we hope...there are some who are not compelled to work and that you will...not...be...for a moment. But Miss Schaff’s assured dignity, as her fingers closed slowly around the handle of the window, made the combination firm and moving.

The decision to present the sophomore play first was in accord with all dramatic principles which led the Greeks to follow their tragedies with a Satyr play. Mr. Laurance Olivier to follow Oedipus with The Critic. This arrangement gave the right feeling and direction to what I thought was a delightful evening’s entertainment.

Sen. McMahon requested that these shoes and boots be sent to him at the Senate Office Building, where his staff will pack them for shipment to the UNRRA camp in Germany.
Candidates
(Continued from Page Three)

CANDIDATES

also co-editor-in-chief of the "C" for next year.

Chief Justice

Perfect proof of still very deep and devoted spirit of student council is the name of President Katherine Blunt, who is a candidate for chief justice of Honor Court. In her campaign, President Blunt mentions the following activities: cheer, class team activities, and the junior council. She will be a candidate for chief justice in the spring, and this year she has been chosen as an Honor Court judge. At the time of this year's Spanish festival, she performed her duties of house entertainment. She was also chosen as Best Bets, as she and the team's cheerleading and the junior council. She has been appointed representative of the junior class.

Winter Sports

The interclass basketball tournament is slated to begin in the near future. Each class will be represented by three singles and two doubles teams. Three games will be played by each team, the girl with the highest score in two out of the three games being the winner. As many substitutions as desired may be made. Angela Csencsich has been appointed representative of the junior class.

Gymkhana

Games scheduled for the 22nd of March will be: 1) the double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 2) The captain of each team will be responsible for the team's performance. 3) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 4) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 5) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 6) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 7) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 8) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 9) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 10) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 11) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 12) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 13) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 14) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 15) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 16) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 17) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 18) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 19) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 20) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 21) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 22) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 23) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 24) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 25) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 26) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 27) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 28) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 29) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 30) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 31) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 32) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 33) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 34) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 35) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 36) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 37) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 38) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 39) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 40) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 41) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 42) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 43) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 44) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 45) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 46) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 47) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 48) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read. 49) A single game will be played, with the winning team's names to be read. 50) A double relay, with the winning team's names to be read.
Caught on Campus

The marriage of Sue Johnson to Lt. (j.g.) Harold Walters took place on February 15 at Pembroke, N. Y. Harold, in the Navy Air Corps, is stationed at Charleston, S. C. The couple is living in New London while Sue finishes school. The engagement of Gisnay Kei to Dick Johnson, a student at Brown University, was announced during Christmas vacation. The wedding date has been set for June.

The Russian church, the daughter of the church of Constantinople, became the first bishop of the Eastern church through this separation.

Mr. Kasem-Beg indicated Christianity was divided into two churches, the Eastern and the Western. Ordinarily, a second bishop under the western Roman church, the patriarch of the church of Constantinople, became first bishop of the Eastern church through this separation.

Miss O'Neill's Art Shop
43 Green Street
Wools - Buttons
Stamped Laces - Notions
Needlepoint
ACCESSORIES FOR KNITTING

The Star Dairy Ice Cream Bar
AT 455 WILLIAMS STREET
Just down the hill from the college
Serving the finest quality of Star Dairy Ice Cream - Complete Fountain service - Large variety of Delicious Flavors - Milk Shakes - Burgers and Banana Royals

Overheard at the counter - Bill to Butch
"This is the best hot chocolate I've ever tasted!"

Girls - Let's Come Down and Try One
ALSO HOT DOGS, HAMBURGS, COFFEE AND CHEESEBURGERS
WE DELIVER - TELEPHONE 6880

Please call for orders between 7:30 and 9:00

The engagement of Sue Johnson to Lt. (j.g.) Harold Walters took place on February 15 at Pembroke, N. Y. Harold, in the Navy Air Corps, is stationed at Charleston, S. C. The couple is living in New London while Sue finishes school. The engagement of Gisnay Kei to Dick Johnson, a student at Brown University, was announced during Christmas vacation. The wedding date has been set for June.